Item 7(c) of the provisional agenda

THE PEP Partnerships

**Update on Partnership on the integration of transport, health and environment concerns in spatial and urban planning (Priority Goal 5)**

This partnership has integrated a university cooperation between the University of Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines (France) and Moscow Automobile and Road Construction Technical University (MADI) and Scientific and Research Institute of Motor Transport (NIIAT).

**Master 2 UVSQ: M2 Eco-innovation, Sustainable Mobility and Society**
https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/fr/formation/master/m2-eco-innovation-mobilite-durable-et-societe-emds#presentation-m2

- **First contacts of the cooperation**:
  - A video conference between UVSQ, MADI and NIIAT: 22 January 2016
    A representative of the Ministry for ecological and solidary transition was present too.
  - A visit of the Russian delegation (MADI, NIIAT) to the UVSQ: 23 March 2016
  - A visit of the French delegation (UVSQ) to MADI and NIIAT to Moscow: from 20 to 24 February 2017
  - **Signing of the Agreement between UVSQ, MADI and NIIAT**:
    - At the UVSQ, 22 June 2017.
    - A representative of the Ministry for ecological and solidary transition was present too.
  - This agreement identifies the fields of activity in which collaboration could occur: exchange of information, teachers and researchers and students, organization of joint conferences, development of joint research activities and specific subjects like sustainable urban transport systems, transport planning, environmental protection, engineering, economy, logistics, transport and health.
  - In connection with the partnership, a Summer School of Sustainable mobility took place at the UVSQ with French students, the representative of MADI and some Russian students: from 3 to 8 July 2017.
  - **Next steps of the cooperation**:
    - A video conference between UVSQ, MADI and NIIAT: 25 October 2017. The proposals were the followings:
      - Collective project between UVSQ (M2 EMDS) and MADI students. The collective project is within the module UE 4 “project management”.
      - To share the module UE6 “**Major challenges for Eco Innovation: innovation and society**” (15 hrs) with Russian students.
    - Erasmus project: setting up an European project to support cooperation with MADI (to support exchange of students and/or lecturers)